CAROLINA WINS FROM TARHEEL HILLMEN

Roosters Put 10 to 0 Game on Right Side of Ledger.

VonKolnitz Stars in Final Game and Hill, Langston and Heyward Do Good Work.

Outplaying their opponents at every stage of the game, the Carolina Gamecocks downed the Davidson Presbyterianians on their home field last Saturday afternoon by the score of 10 to 0. An unusual amount of honor is attached to the victory in that it was the first game lost by the “Hillmen” on their home ground in twelve years.

The Carolina goal line was not once threatened during the entire game, the Davidsonians seldom getting the ball into the Gamecocks’ territory. “Fritz” vonKolnitz, playing his last game for the Garnet and Black, was a most consistent ground gainer and it was his attack that gave Carolina her lead of three points in the opening quarter.

Daniel Heyward held down the other half to the queen’s taste, getting away for several long runs. His playing offensively and defensively was a superb and greatly aided in the victory. Luke Hill played one of the best games of his football career, bringing his opponents’ pet plays to nil time and again. He also got loose for a 40 yard gain. Big ‘un’ Mills played a stellar game in the line. Langston grappled a Davidson pass in the last quarter and got away for a touchdown. In fact, the whole team starred, every man fighting like a demon until the last whistle blew and victory was won.

Laird and Keesler starred for Davidson.

Carolina won the toss and kicked off, Davidson receiving at the north goal. Heyward kicked to Laird. After several plays Carolina gained possession of the ball. An end run by vonKolnitz brought the visitors to Davidson’s 28 yard line. From here vonKolnitz tried a place kick and the ball sailed between the bars for the first score of the game.

Shortly after the opening of the fourth quarter the touch down game was in full swing. Davidson attempted a forward pass but “Bub” Langston leaped into the air, laid his hands upon the pigskin and dashed across the line. vonKolnitz kicked goal, and a few moments later the game ended, with the score standing: Carolina, 10; Davidson, 0.

The lineup follows:

CAROLINA: Hill, LE; Mills, LT; McFeer, LG; Faunt, C; Peter, G; Wehmann, RG; Ro, G; Goings, RT; Isen, RG; Mowbray, RE; Crayton, RF; Mcgowan, Q; Elliott, RB; Heyward, RH; Walker, LA; vonKolnitz, LH; Laird, LB; Beemam, FB; Summerville, FB.

GAME COCKS: Cosby, Hill; Howell, Mills; Brady, McFeer; Money, Faunt; Peter, G; Goe, Ro; Robinson, RT; Wards, RG; Crayton, RE; Elliott, RB; Walker, RH; vonKolnitz, LH; Laird, LB; Beemam, FB; Summerville, FB.

CAROLINA WILL ENTER DEBATING LEAGUE

University’s Oratorical Record Wins for Her Preference Over All Other Schools.

Carolina through her debating council has accepted membership in a triangular debating league, composed of the Universities of Georgia, Virginia and Carolina. Under the plan proposed each university is to have two debates a year, one at home and one elsewhere.

After the formation of the league by Georgia and Virginia, they selected South Carolina as the third member in preference to any other college or university in the South. This is a high testimonial to the reputation of the University in matters forensic.

During the past three years Carolina has won a first and second place in both the Southern Oratorical and the Southern Oratorical Associations.

Besides the universities have lost one and won one debate from both Trinity and Davidson. The third and deciding contest will be held this year, and Carolina supporters are confident of triumphing.

The new league will add two more debates to the list. This will require four debating teams, but the students are so interested in this phase of intercollegiate contests that there will be no scarcity of excellent material.

Coeds Fix Tennis Dates.

The Coeds’ Tennis Club has arranged the following schedule for their hours of play.

Set I, Tuesday 4 p.m., Friday at 5 p.m.; Set II Monday 4 p.m. and Friday at 2 p.m.; Set III Tuesday 4 p.m. and Saturday at 1 p.m., Set IV Tuesday 4 p.m. and Saturday at 2 p.m.

The young ladies intend to play tennis in lieu of regular gymnasium work and thereby obtain the credits given in the gymnasium courses. They will play on the court behind Le Conte College until a special court can be arranged for them.

The lineup follows:

CAROLINA: Hill, LE; Mills, LT; McFeer, LG; Faunt, C; Peter, G; Wehmann, RG; Ro, G; Goings, RT; Isen, RG; Mowbray, RE; Crayton, RF; Mcgowan, Q; Elliott, RB; Heyward, RH; Walker, LA; vonKolnitz, LH; Laird, LB; Beemam, FB; Summerville, FB.

CoEDS: Cosby, Hill; Howell, Mills; Brady, McFeer; Money, Faunt; Peter, G; Goe, Ro; Robinson, RT; Wards, RG; Crayton, RE; Elliott, RB; Walker, RH; vonKolnitz, LH; Laird, LB; Beemam, FB; Summerville, FB.

BIDDIES BEAT-SOLDIER BOYS ONCE MORE

Fant and Perkins Play Good Ball.

Meeting for the second time during the present season, the Carolina Scrubs and the Porter Cadets engaged in a hard fought battle in the City by the Sea last Saturday afternoon. Nineteen the Cockeys hing out a victory by the score of 13 to 6.

As was seen when the two met here earlier in the season the two elevens were well matched and it was a toss up as to who would garner the laurels until the last moment of play.

The Porterites depended largely upon their ability to work the forward pass successfully. This play was used time and again for substantial gains. On the other hand, the Garnet and Black men put their dependence in smashing line plays and it was their proficiency in this style of play that won the game.

The entire Carolina team showed up to advantage, Fant, Perkins, Williford, Stoney and Edwards being the particular stars. The first touchdown for the Carolina lads came in the second quarter when Fant picked up a fumbled ball and dashed sixty yards to the goal line. Goal was kicked. In the last quarter Perkins added six points to the Carolina side of the ledger by a spectacular run of forty yards for a touchdown. Porter’s single tally was made as the result of a series of forward passes which advanced the ball within striking distance of goal. Killoy carried the ball across by a margin of two inches.

The lineup follows:

CAROLINA: Crider, LE; Richards, LT; English, LG; Crawford, C; McMillan, RG; Williford, RT; Foust, RF; Perkins, Q; Edwards, T; Tucker, RB; Kincaid, FB.

P. M. A.: Martin, LE; Perry, LT; Crisson, LG; DeLaney, C; Mcbe, RG; Lewis, RT; Lenoir, RF; Hovey, T; Kinicki, RB; Hovey, FB; Kincaid, FB.